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The topic for the third edition of the ECSR Spring School is “The quantitative approach to the analysis of migration and migrants’ integration
in the host society”.
The School is promoted by ECSR, Collegio Carlo Alberto and by the universities of Milan and Turin in the frame of the NASP, Network for the
Advancement in Social and Political Studies. It provides high-quality training on leading-edge theories and methodological approaches to the
quantitative analysis of contemporary migrations and of the integration of migrants in the host societies. Particular attention will be given to
the children of immigrants and their position in the social stratification of receiving societies. A limited number of doctoral students and
young researchers will participate to a five-day, full-immersion course, including:
a) lectures on key current issues in the field;
b) an intensive course on the longitudinal analysis of the life course of migrants and their offspring (including hands-on practical work);
c) the opportunity to present their work and have it discussed by leading scholars in the field.
The School is organized by Gabriele Ballarino (University of Milan), Tiziana Caponio (Collegio Carlo Alberto and University of Turin), Fabrizio
Bernardi (ECSR, EUI), Irena Kogan (University of Mannheim) and Lucinda Platt (London School of Economics).
Faculty
Gabriele Ballarino (University of Milan), Fabrizio Bernardi (ECSR, EUI), Héctor Cebolla Boado (UNED, Madrid), Tiziana Caponio (Collegio Carlo
Alberto and University of Turin), Renzo Carriero (University of Turin), Jörg Dollmann (MZES, Mannheim), Helga de Valk (Vrije Universiteit
Brussel), Marc Helbling (WZB, Berlin), Irena Kogan (University of Mannheim), Tiziana Nazio (University of Turin), Lucinda Platt (London School
of Economics) and Cristina Solera (University of Turin).
Applications
Applications have to be sent by email (mito.school@unimi.it) by February, the 15th, and will include:
a) an abstract of the paper that will be presented (up to 500 words);
b) a short summary of PhD thesis project or of current research (up to 3 pages);
c) a brief CV (one page).
Priority in admission will be given to students from Institutions that belong to the ECSR. Admission to the School is free of charge. Admitted
students will be provided with hotel accomodation, all lunches and the social dinner. Other dinners and travel expenses to and from Turin will
not be covered.
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